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1. Introduction. It has been proved by Berstein [2] that the cokernel of the

Hurewicz homomorphism n„ : nn(X) -> H„(X) is a finite group if the space X is of

Lusternik-Schnirelmann category < 2 modulo the class !F of finite abelian groups.

On the other hand, if X is an //-space mod !F then it follows from results of Cartan-

Serre [6] that the kernel of hn is finite. In this paper we establish converses of

these results for a wide class of spaces by studying in general conditions under

which the cokernel or the kernel of the Hurewicz homomorphism h„ : n„(X) -* H„(X)

is a finite group.

We first discuss the case where n„ is an ^"-epimorphism, i.e., the cokernel of

h„ is in J5". Consider a homology decomposition, the dual of a Postnikov decom-

position, of X and denote by fc„' its nth fc'-invariant [10]. In Proposition 2.1 we

prove that n„ is an ^"-epimorphism if and only if k'„ is of finite order. It is also

seen that this latter condition holds if and only if X is homologically equivalent

mod ¡F in dimension n to a wedge of n-spheres. Next we turn our attention to

those spaces for which the Hurewicz homomorphism is an #"-epimorphism in all

dimensions. Let us call a map a weak ^"-equivalence if it induces J^-isomorphisms

on integral homology. The main result of §2 (Theorem 2.5) then asserts that,

for a finite polyhedron X, the following five conditions are equivalent :

(1) The homomorphism n„ : n„(X) -* Hn(X) is an ^-epimorphism for all n.

(2) All fc'-invariants of X are of finite order.

(3) There exists a weak ^-equivalence from a wedge of spheres into X.

(4) There exists a weak ^"-equivalence from X into a wedge of spheres.

(5) The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category mod 3F of X is less than 2.

The equivalence of statements (2) and (5) is a generalization and converse of

a result due to Curjel [8]. The equivalence (3)<s>(4) provides a partial answer to

the following question raised by Serre for an arbitrary class of abelian groups

[16, p. 290]: Given a weak ^"-equivalence /: Y-* X, does there exist a weak

^"-equivalence g : X -» Y in the opposite direction? In Example 2.7 we present

a space X and a weak ^"-equivalence f:S"-*X and prove that there is no map

g : X -y S" which is a weak ^"-equivalence. This example is of twofold interest.
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First of all, it shows that Theorem 2.5 does not hold without some restrictions

on X. Secondly, it gives a negative answer, at least for the class J5", to Serre's

question.

In §4 we study conditions under which the kernel of A„ : n„iX) -> H„iX) is in !F.

It is shown in Proposition 4.1 that A„ is an ^-monomorphism if and only if, for

some Postnikov decomposition {X"} of X, the fc-invariant in H"+1iXn~i;n„iX))

is of finite order. This occurs if and only if there is a map of X into a product of

K(Z,n)'s which induces an ^-isomorphism on the nth homotopy groups. The

main result of §4 (Theorem 4.5) deals with spaces for which A„ is an J^-mono-

morphism for all n. This result, as its dual (Theorem 2.5), asserts, under certain

assumptions, the equivalence of five properties of X. Three of them are (1) A„is

an J^-monomorphism for all n. (2) All /c-invariants of X are of finite order. (3) X

is an //-space mod !?'. The other two deal with weak ^-equivalences from and

into a product of X(Z,n)'s. The implication (1) => (3) is a converse to the result

of Cartan and Serre mentioned above. Furthermore, the implication (2) => (3) is a

converse to Thorn's theorem on the fc-invariants of an //-space mod J5" [18]. We

note that Example 2.7 is of interest also in connection with Theorem 4.5.

By combining the results on the kernel and cokernel of h„, we characterize in

Theorem 6.4 the spaces for which the Hurewicz homomorphism is an ^-iso-

morphism in all dimensions. These spaces turn out to be rational homology

spheres of odd dimension.

The paper consists of six sections. The cokernel of A„ is considered in §2, and

§3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.5. This proof depends on a divisibility

property of the homotopy groups of a double suspension (Proposition 3.1) which

is based on Barratt's discussion of the distributive law [1]. The kernel of A„ is

studied in §4, and the proof of Theorem 4.5 occupies §5. The main lemma which

is needed for this proof utilizes some results on cohomology operations. In §6

conditions under which A„ is an J^-isomorphism are investigated. For the remainder

of §1 we present our notation and recall some definitions and facts.

We consider only 1-conneced topological spaces with a base point. All spaces

are assumed to have the homotopy type of a polyhedron (that is, a CW-complex)

and to have finitely generated integral homology groups in each dimension. All

maps and homotopies are to keep the base point fixed. For notational convenience

we do not distinguish between a map/:X -> Fand its homotopy class in the set

n(X, Y). For an abelian grup G, the induced homomorphism on homology groups

(respectively, cohomology groups) is written/* : H„iX ; G) -* Hn(Y; G) (respectively,

f*:H\Y; G) -*H"iX;G)), and the induced homomorphism on homotopy groups

is written/# : n„iX) -> nni Y). We denote by K\G,n) a Moore space of type iG,n)

(i.e., a space with a single non-vanishing homology group G in dimension n)

and by KiG,n) an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type (G, n). The nth homotopy

group of X with coefficients in G is defined as 7r(/C'(G, n), X) and written 7i„(G; X).

We denote by 2 the reduced suspension functor and also the suspension homo-
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morphism I,:itn(X) -» n„+l(T,X). There is always a comultiplication map

EX -» IX v SX which determines a group structure in tt(EX, Y). We let Í2 stand

for the loop space functor and also for the corresponding homomorphism of

homology or cohomology groups (e.g., fi:/7n_1(O.X;G)->/7„(X;G)).

As already mentioned, !F denotes the class of finite abelian groups, and a map

f:X-* Y is called a weak ^-equivalence if fJf:H„(X)^>Hn(Y) is an ^"-isomor-

phism for all n. It follows from a result of Serre [16, Théorème 3] that f:X-*Y

is a weak ^"-equivalence if and only if f0:n„(X)-*n„(Y) is an ^"-isomorphism

for all n.

The following notation shall be used consistently throughout this paper:

(1) h„,h'„ and n^'for the Hurewicz homomorphism in dimension n, (2) Q for the

additive group of rational numbers, (3) Id for the identity map of a space, (4)

CX Uy Y for the space obtained by attaching a cone over X to F by means of

/:X-*7.

2. The cokernel of the Hurewicz homomorphism. We first recall the notion of a

homology decomposition {X„;k'„} of a space X [10]. This consists of:

(1) A sequence of polyhedra X„ such that H¡(X„) = 0, i > n, together with maps

g„:X„-> X which induces homology isomorphisms in dimensions ^ n(n = 2,3,---).

(2) A sequence of elements k'„eit„_i(H„(X);X„_1) such that

X„ = CK'(//n(X),n-l)U,,Xn_i.

The polyhedron X„ is called the nth homology section and the element fc„' the

nth k''-invariant of {X„; k'n}. We denote the inclusion by j„:Xn_i->X„ and the

projection by pn:XH-*XJXB-1 = K'(H„(X),n). The maps g„ and j„ satisfy the

relation

gJn = gn-l'Xn-l-* X-

Proposition 2.1.   The following three assertions are equivalent:

(1) The Hurewicz homomorphism hn:n„(X)-*Hn(X) is an 3F-epimorphism

(i.e., the cokernel of hn is in #").

(2) For any homology decomposition {Xn;k'n} of X, the nth k'-invariant

k'„ is an element of finite order in nn_1(Hn(X);Xn-1).

(3) There exists a map Xfrom a wedge of n-spheres into X, X: S" v ••• v S"-»X,

such that X^:H„(S" v ••• v S")->//„(X) is an ^-isomorphism.

Proof. First we show that (l)o(2). Consider the commutative diagram

nn(Xn)-^--> nn(X)

K h.

Hn(Xn)-^-> H„(X).
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Since g„ induces homology isomorphisms in dimensions ^ n, the map g„# is an

epimorphism [12, pp. 167-168]. Thus hn is an J^-epimorphism if and only if

h'„ is an J^-epimorphism.

It is easily seen (e.g., [3, Theorem 11]) that the sequence X„-i -> Xn-*1,K',

with K' = K'(Hn(X),n — 1), gives rise to a commutative diagram with exact row

nn-i(K')

nn(Xn)

K

Hn(Xn)

Pn.l
nn(ZK')

Pn>

hi

HJXK'),

» nn-i(X„-i)

where d is a boundary homomorphism and S the suspension homomorphism.

It follows from the properties of a homology decomposition that p„. is an iso-

morphism. Furthermore h'¡, is an isomorphism by the Hurewicz theorem, and so

h'„ is an #"-epimorphism if and only if k'n#n„-i(K') is a finite subgroup of

7in_iiX„_i). Since K' = S"'1 v--- vS""1 vK'iTn — 1), where T is a finite

abelian group, the last assertion holds if and only if k'^S"-1 v •■• vS""1

is of finite order. But this is true precisely when k'n is of finite order. Consequently

we have shown that h„:n„(X)-> H„(X) is an J^-epimorphism if and only if

k'„ is of finite order. This proves (l)o(2).

Next we show that (3)=>(1). Since A* : H„(S" v • • • v S") -> Hn(X) is an &-

isomorphism, we see that h„:nn(X)-> H„(X) is an J^-epimorphism if

K-.n^S" v.- vS")->#„(S" v.-- vS) is an J^-epimorphism. The result now

follows because h'„ is an isomorphism.

To prove (1) =>(3) we choose a basis xt, •••,xr of the free part of Hn(X). Since

h„ is an ^"-epimorphism, there exist integers N¡ > 0 and elements A, e n„(X) such

that

Ki*i) = NiXi, i = l,—,r.

The X¡ determine a map X:S"\/--- v S"-> X with the desired property.

Remark 2.2. If X is an (r—l)-connected space, then it is not difficult to verify

that fc.'is of finite order for n 5¡ 2r - 1 (e.g., apply Thorn's lemma [7, Proposition

3.3] to fcá|S"_1 v ••• vS"-1). By combining this with Proposition 2.1 we retrieve

the known fact that hn : n„(X) -» H„(X) is an ^"-epimorphism for n ^ 2r—1.

Remark 2.3. Proposition 2.1 shows that the property that k'„ has finite order

is an invariant of the homotopy type of X. This is in contrast to the fact that the
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homology decomposition is not an invariant of homotopy type. Indeed, Brown

and Copeland [5, pp. 316-317] have exhibited two homotopically equivalent

spaces X and Y with homology decompositions {Xn;k'n} and {Y„;l'n} suchthat

for some m: (i) Xm and Ym do not have the same homotopy type, (ii) k'm=0 and

In order to state Theorem 2.5 we need the following definitions.

Definitions 2.4. (a) We say that a space X has finite k'-type if in some homology

decomposition {Xn;k'A of X, each k'n is of finite order. (In view of Remark 2.3

this is an invariant notion.)

(b) We say that #"-cat X < 2 if there exists a map p: X -+ X v X such that the

composition of p with each of the two projections of X v X onto X is a weak

^-equivalence.

The notion of J^-catX is due to Berstein [2]. We have normalized it by

subtracting 1.

Theorem 2.5.   Consider the following assertions:

(1) The Hurewicz homomorphism A„ : n„iX) -* H„iX) is an ^-epimorphism

for all n.

(2) TAe space X has finite k'-type.

(3) There exists a weak ^-equivalence

<p:SniA  ~aS*"-*X ini = --Snk).

(4) There exists a weak ^-equivalence i¡/:X -+ S"1 v ••• vS"k.

(5) #"-cat X < 2 .

Then the following conclusions hold:

ii)   (l)o(2).

(ii)  // H¡iX) is a finite group for all i sufficiently large, then

(l)o(2)o(3).

(iii) If H¡iX) = 0 for all i sufficiently large ie.g., X is a finite polyhedron), then

(l)o(2)o(3)<*(4)o(5).

The proof of Theorem 2.5 occupies §3. We note that the equivalence (2)<»(5)

constitutes a generalization and converse of a result of Curjel [8, Theorem I].

The implication (5) => (1) is due to Berstein [2] and holds without the hypothesis

of (iii). Some of the other implications also hold under weaker conditions. However,

it is impossible to suppress all finiteness assumptions in (iii), as will be seen in

Example 2.7.

Corollary 2.6.  Let f:X^>Y be a weak ^-equivalence, where HtiX) and

H¡iY) vanish for all i sufficiently large.

(a) TAen J^-cat X < 2 if and only if J^-cat Y< 2.
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(b) If either X or Y has finite k'-type (or, equivalently, is of &-cat <2), then

there exists a weak ^-equivalence g: Y-*X in the opposite direction (i.e., the

weak ^-equivalence can be "reversed").

The proof of (a) is a consequence of the equivalence (1)<=> (5). For the proof of

(b) observe that, if one of the two spaces has finite k'-type, then so does the other.

Hence the wedges of spheres associated with X and with Y are identical. Call

this wedge L and let(p:L->X,il/: Y-» L be the corresponding weak ^-equivalences.

Then g = (pip:Y->X is a weak ^-equivalence in the desired direction.

Corollary 2.6 (b) demonstrates that under certain conditions a weak ^-equi-

valence can be reversed. However, the following result shows that this is not

true in general.

Example 2.7. There is a weak .^"-equivalence / : S" -* K(Z, n), n odd ^ 3, but

there is no weak ^"-equivalence g: K(Z, n)-> S".

Proof. Any nonzero element/ in n„(K(Z,n)) is a weak ^"-equivalence. Now

assume that there exists a weak .^"-equivalence g: K(Z,n) -» S". Then gf : S" -> S"

is a weak ^-equivalence and therefore of degree N # 0. By a result of Serre

[16, Proposition 1, p. 278] the homomorphism (gf)#:iii(Sn)-y7i¡(Sn) is a

■^-isomorphism, where <€ is the class of finite groups whose order divides a power

of N. However, (gf), = 0 for i > n, since (gf), factors through n¡(K(Z, n)). Thus

for all i > n the order of n¡(S") divides a power of N. On the other hand, it is

known that for each prime p there are infinitely many j such that p divides the

order of rc/S") (see [13, Theorem 2]). This means that every prime divides N,

which is impossible. Hence there is no weak ^"-equivalence g:K(Z,n)-*S".

This example also shows that the implication (3) => (4) of Theorem 2.5 does

not hold if HÁX) is merely a finite group for all i sufficiently large.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.5. Parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.5 follow directly from

Proposition 2.1.

Now we show that (3) and (4) imply (5). Let p: L-> L v L be any comultiplication

of L = S"' v- vS"\ Define p' by p' = (tp v <p)p\li:

X-^->L-^->L vL (t>V<t>>X vX.

Thus it is seen that J^-catX < 2.

To prove (1) from (4) we replace X by L = S"1 v ••• v Sn\ Let p be the projection

of L onto the n-spheres of L, p: L-» S" v ••• v S". The following diagram estab-

lishes (1) :

nn(L)-£í-► nn(S» v- vS")

H„(L)-§->//„(S"v...vS"),
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since p# is an epimorphism.

As already noted the implication (5) => (1) has been proved by Berstein [2, §3].

To complete the proof of Theorem 2.5 it only remains to show that (3) implies

(4) under the assumption H,(X) — 0 for large i. The argument depends on the

following proposition which may be of independent interest.

Proposition 3.1. For any space A(not necessarily l-connected), any finitely

generated group G and integers q > 0, s > 0, there exists an integer N > 0 such

that

N,i,(G;I^)cS ■ nq(G;-L2A),

where N:£2.4->Z2/1 represents N times the identity map in n^A^A).

Proof. Since N#x = (Id + ••■ + Id)x is in general different from JVx, we turn

to a result of Barratt which is based on the Milnor-Hilton theorem. We restate

Barratt's Lemma 6.8 of [1] with the following modifications:

(1) We use homotopy groups with coefficients G in place of ordinary homotopy

groups (see the remark on p. 130 of [1]).

(2) For Barratt's wt° Hz we write Hx.

Then for any x e nq(G ; I.2 A),

N#x = iVx + Eto-t(iV)/?t(x),

where Hx is an endomorphism of nq(G;I,2A) and ot(N) is an integer(2). For a

fixed q the sum on the right side contains only a finite number c = c(q) of possibly

nontrivial terms. It is easily seen that oz(N) is a rational polynomial in N without

constant term. Let d be the least common multiple of the denominators of the c

polynomials a%. For any m, obviously m divides ox(dm), say at(dm) = m • pT. Now

let N = ds, where s is the given integer. Then

N# x = dsx + l.zot(ds)Hx(x)

= s[dx + 2tpt/7t(x)].

Hence N# nq(G ; I,2A) c s • nq(G;I.2A) as asserted.

Now we turn to the proof that (3) implies (4). We consider a homology de-

composition of the given map 0 : L -► X (see [10]). This consists of the following

sequence of spaces and maps

L = L0^->Li^2->- JJL>LREJL>X,

where Lr = CK'(H„r(<p),n-l) \JuLr., and <pRjR~j2jy = <p(3). Since //¡(X) = 0

for i sufficiently large, we choose R so that (pR is a homotopy equivalence. In

(2) Note that Hx = üx° Hx is the composition of a generalized Hopf invariant Hr with

a generalized Whitehead product «t.

(3) We denote the ith homology group of the map (p by Ht(.(p).
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order to construct the desired weak J^-equivalence \¡/ : X -* L, it suffices to con-

struct a weak ^"-equivalence XR:LR-> L. This latter map is defined by induction

over the Lr. For r = 0 take A0 = Id:L -» L. Now let us assume that there exists

Ar_, :Lf_j -> L,  r—1 < R, such that, for some integer N > 0,

Ar_1;f-i-Ji = N = Id+ ■ •• +Id on L = S"'v- vS"k.

Consider the element Xr_yUren„r-yiH„ri(p);L). Since (/>isaweak J^-equivalence

by hypothesis, H^tp) is a finite abelian group for all ¿. Consequently 7t„r_ yiH„ri(p) ; L)

is a finite abelian group of order t. We now apply Proposition 3.1 with s = t to

obtain an integer M > 0 such that M#(Ar_ xuf) = 0. Hence MAr_ y can be extended

to a map Xr:Lr-y L, and clearly Xrjr •••j1 = P for some P = MN. In this way we

obtain XR:LR-*L such that XRjR---jy =S for some integer S > 0. It follows

from the commutativity of the left triangle in the diagram

X <-*5- LR-L^ L

\^    )r"'J\

*\

L

tbatjR---jy is a weak ^"-equivalence. Therefore XR is a weak ^"-equivalence, and

the proof of Theorem 2.5 is complete.

4. The kernel of the Hurewicz homomorphism. This section is dual to §2.

For this reason the proofs will often be only sketched. Here we shall deal with a

Postnikov decomposition {X";kn} of a space X[10; 14]. The polyhedron X" is

the níA ihomotopy) section of the decomposition (and not an n-skeleton of X).

In our notation k", the níA k-invariant of {X";fc"}, is an element

of //B+1(X"-1;7r„(A:)). We denote the fibre maps by pn:Xn^Xn~i and the

n-equivalences by g": X -* X".

Proposition 4.1.    The following three assertions are equivalent :

(1) TAe Hurewicz homomorphism h„: n„iX) -* H„iX) is an SF-monomorphism.

(2) For any Postnikov decomposition {X";k?} of X the nth k-invariant k" is an

element of finite order in ff,*lÇff'~i;nniX)).

i3)There exists a map Xfrom X into a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces,

X:X->KiZ,n) x ••• x /C(Z,n), such that A#: n„iX) -> n„(K(Z,n) x ••• x KiZ,ri))

is an ^-isomorphism.

Proof. First we outline the proof of the implication (1) => (2). Let

CIK = ÇiKinniX),n + 1) = Ki7i„iX),n) be the fibre of p" and in:ÜK-*Xn the

inclusion. It is easily seen that /J : H„iQK;Q) -* HniX";Q) is a monomorphism if
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h„ : n„(X) -* Hn(X) is an ^"-monomorphism, where g is the group of rationals.

The Serre theorem [12, p. 284] yields the following diagram with exact row:

H"(X";Q) -> H"(SIK;Q) n-l ;Q)

o

Hn+l(K;Q)

Consequently k"* = 0 because in* is an epimorphism. This implies that k" is of

finite order.

In order to prove (2) => (3) we first mention the following general fact. Let Ef

be the fiber space over A induced by a map/ : A -* Q.B from the Serre path-space

fibration Q2B -* EQB -> QB. Then there exists a weak ^-equivalence p:Er-* EmJ-

for any integer m. By taking A = X"-l, B = K(n„(X), n + 2),f=k" and m the

order of k" we obtain a weak .^-equivalence p:X"

the composition

■Xn-lxK(nn(X),n). Then

g > X -^-> X"'1 x K(nn(X),n) -*-> K(Z,n) x - x K(Z,n),

where p is the projection onto the K(Z, n)'s appearing in K(nn(X), n), is the desired

map A.

The proof that (3) => (1) is trivial and hence omitted.

We note that Meyer [14] proves a result similar to Proposition 4.1 for the

trivial class of groups.

Remark 4.2. If X is an (r—1) connected space then «„ : nn(X) -+ H„(X) is an

J^-monomorphism for n g 2r—2. To establish this known fact it is possible

to dualize the proof in Remark 2.2, but we prefer to argue by means of the following

diagram

nn(X)+-

Hn(X)<-
Q

nn-i(£lX)

hi

Hn-i(SlX).

Now Q is an isomorphism if n ^ 2r—2 [15, Proposition 10, p. 483]. By a result

of Cartan and Serre [6, Remarques 1 and 3b], h'„ is an J^-monomorphism for

all n. Thus hn is an ^"-monomorphism for n ^ 2r—2.

Remark 4.3. Let H„(X) = 0 for n > N. Then it follows from Proposition 4.1

that for all n> N, the k-invariant k" is of finite order if and only if nn(X) is a

finite group.
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Definitions 4.4. (a) We say that a space X has finite k-type if in some Postnikov

decomposition {X"; k"} of X each k" is of finite order.

(b) We say that X is an H-space mod J"7 if there exists a map p : X x X -> X

such that the composition of p with each of the two inclusions of X into X x X

is a weak ^"-equivalence.

The notion of an //-space mod !F appears in [18]. It is dual to the notion of

J^-cat < 2.

Theorem 4.5. Consider the following assertions:

(1) The Hurewicz homomorphism hn:n„(X)-*H„(X) is an 3F-monomorphism

for all n.

(2) The space X has finite k-type.

(3) There exists a weak ^-equivalence

4>:X^K(Z,nx) x ••• x K(Z,nk)       (nt £ «2 =s — =2 "*)■

(4) There exists a weak ^-equivalence

^:K(Z,ni)x ••• xK(Z,nk)-*X.

(5) X is an H-space mod #'.

Then the following conclusions hold:

(i)   (1)~(2).
(ii) If n¡(X) is finite for all i sufficiently large or if H¡(X) is finite for all i

sufficiently large, then

(l)~(2)o(3) .

(iii) // n¡(X) = Ofor all i sufficiently large, then

(l)o(2)~(3)~(4)o(5).

(iv) IfHfX) = 0 for all i sufficiently large(e.g., X is a finite polyhedron), then

(l)o(2)o(3)~(5).

The proof of Theorem 4.5 is found in §5. The implication (5) => (2) is a result

of Thorn [18, p. 36] which we establish via a theorem of Cartan-Serre (see §5).

In addition, the implication (2) => (5) constitutes a converse of Thorn's theorem

under the assumption that the homotopy or homology groups of X vanish in

sufficiently high dimensions. Example 2.7 shows that (3) => (4) is not true if 7i¡(X)

is merely a finite group for all i sufficiently large.

There is a corollary dual to Corollary 2.6 which we do not state.

5. Proof of Theorem 4.5. We begin this section with a lemma which is needed

to prove (3) => (4) in Theorem 4.5. Since a dual of the Milnor-Hilton Theorem

is not available, this lemma is not as general as its corresponding assertion in

§3. However, it is sufficient for our purposes.
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Lemma 5.1. Let A = K^^nj) x ■■■ x K(nk,nk) and G be a finitely generated

abelian group. Then for any given integer s>0 and element xeHq(A;G),

there exists an integer N > 0 such that

N*x = sy,       for some yeHq(A;G),

where ti:A-*A represents N times the identity maps in n(A,A).

Proof. It is well known [17, p. 169] that to every x e Hq(A; G) there corresponds

a unique cohomology operation T of type (n1,n1,---,nk,nk;G,q). Indeed

x = T(uu---,uk), where ut is the ith basic class in H"'(A;iii). For any integer N,

N*x = T(N*«!, ■••,N*m4) = T(NUi,'---,Nuk).

Thus it suffices to show that, for a given integer s, there exists an JV >0 such that

(5.2) T(NUl,-,Nuk) = sy,

for some yeHq(A;G). It has been proved (see [17, p. 172] and [9, p.282])that

every cohomology operation T is generated by the following primitive operations :

(1) addition, (2) coefficient homomorphisms, (3) Bockstein-Whitney homomor-

phisms, (4) Steenrod reduced pth powers, (5) cup products, (6) Pontryagin pth

powers Pp. We note that (2), (3) and (4) are additive operations and that (5) is a

biadditive operation. Thus any composition of operations (1) through (5)

satisfies (5.2). We next show that for any integer m > 0,

(5.3) Pp(m2x) = my,

for some y e//i'?(X;ZPr+1). It follows by induction from formula (1.5) of [4]

that

Pp(mx) = mPp(x) + <p(xxp),

where <p is a coefficient homomorphism and x an integer depending on m.

Consequently

Pp(m2x) = mPp(mx) + <£(j(mx)p)

= mPp(mx) + mp<p(xxp)

= m[Pr(mx) + mv~i<i>(xxv)'] .

This establishes (5.3). Since any cohomology operation T is generated by the

primitive operations (1) through (6), it follows that (5.2) holds for any T. This

completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.

We now proceed to prove Theorem 4.5.

(i)   By Proposition 4.1 (1)<>(2).

(ii) If 7i;(X) is finite for large i, then (1)^(2)-** (3) by Proposition 4.1. If H¡(X)

is finite for large i, then (1) implies that 7t¡(X) is finite for large i. This completes

the proof of (ii).
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(iii) As in the dual case, (3) and (4) imply (5). Moreover, it is easily verified

that (4) =>(1). The proposition (5) =>(1) follows from a theorem of Cartan-Serre

[6, Remarques 1 and 3b]. Thus in order to establish (iii), it remains to show that

(3) => (4) if n¡iX) = 0 for large /. The proof of this is dual to the proof of (3) => (4)

in §3. One argues by means of a homotopy decomposition [10] of the map

<p:X -> KiZ,ny) x ■■■ x KiZ,nk), with Lemma 5.1 taking the place of Proposition

3.1.

(iv) We have only to show that (3) =>(5), if H¡iX)=0 for all / sufficiently large.

Let {X"; k"} be a Postnikov decomposition of X with n-equivalences g": X -+ X".

Clearly there exists an integer M such that H¿X x X) = 0 for i _ M, and there

exists a map (¡>':XM -> K(Z,nx) x ■•• x K(Z,nk) such that

(p = cp'gM:X->KiZ,ny) x - x K(Z,nt).

Since 4> is a weak .^"-equivalence, so is </>'. By applying (iii) above to XM, we

conclude that XMis an //-space mod J5" with "multiplication"

pM:XM xXM^XM .

We consider the diagram

XxX

gMxgM gM

XM x XM-£-> XM

and can assume that gMis a fibre map with M-connected fibre F. The obstructions

to a lifting of pMigM x gM) into X lie in Hi+\X x X;rc,(F)). By our choice of M,

this latter group is always trivial. Hence there exists a map p:X x X -» X which

converts X into an //-space mod !F.

6. Conditions under which the Hurewicz homomorphism is an ^-isomorphism.

We first recall a fact about the homotopy groups of a wedge of spheres. Let

L = S"1 v ••• vS"k where ni = 2 and k > 1. Then there are certain elements

p1,--,ps,•••, called basic iWhitehead) products, in the homotopy groups of

L[ll]. If ps e n¡JiL) then we call is the dimension of ps, is = dim ps.

Definition 6.1. Given a sequence of integers iny,---,nk) with ni = 2.

Case I (fc > 1). Let pu •••,ps, ••• be the basic products in the homotopy groups

o/Sniv--- vS"\ We call an integer n a Whitehead number with respect to

(«i, •••>«*) if (a) n = 2dimps - 1, where dimps is even, or if (b) n = dimps, for

some s> k.

Case II (fc = 1). We calina Whitehead number with respect to nt if n = 2nx—1,

where nx is even.

In short, n is a Whitehead number with respect to iny,---,nk) if and only if

KniS"' V-" vS"k) contains a Whitehead product of infinite order.
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Proposition 6.2. Let X have finite k'-type and let x1,--,xk be a basis of

2 ¡ánH¡(X;Q). Then n„ : n„(X) -* H„(X) is an S'-monomorphism if and only if

n is not a Whitehead number with respect to (nt, ■■•,nk), where n¡ = dimx(.

Proof. Let (X„; k'„} be a homology decomposition of X. Since k'n+1 is of finite

order, /„+i#:7t„(Xn)-»7in(X„+i) is an J^-isomorphism. Clearly

gn+i#:7I,,(X,,+1)->;r,,(X)

is an isomorphism, and so g„* : tib(Xb) -» 7r„(X) is an ^"-isomorphism. By Theorem

2.5 there exists a weak ^-equivalence tp:L = S"' v ••• vS"k->Xn. Now consider

the diagram

nn(L)

K

H„(L)

-> *.(*■)

0*
-> Htt(X„)

gn'

->   «.(*)

"> #„«

We see that n„ is an ^"-monomorphism if and only if so is h'n. It follows from

[11, Theorem A] that mod 3F the kernel of h'„ is generated by all Whitehead

products of infinite order. Thus h'„ is an ^-monomorphism if and only if n is not

a Whitehead number with respect to (n1,---,nk).

Corollary 6.3. Let X be as in Proposition 6.2. Then the nth k-invariant

k" of X is of infinite order if and only if n is a Whitehead number with respect

to (nly---,nk), where n, = dim x,. In particular, if the rational homology of X

has at least two generators of positive dimensions, then k" is of infinite order

for infinitely many n.

We remark that one can define the notion of a cup number and prove a prop-

osition which is dual to Proposition 6.2.

The next theorem characterizes the spaces X for which h„ is an ^-isomorphism

for all n.

Theorem 6.4. Assume that H¡(X) or n^X) is an infinite group for some

i > 0. Then h„ : n„(X) -*■ H„(X) is an ^-isomorphism for all n if and only if X

is a rational homology sphere of odd dimension (i.e., the rational homology

groups of X are the same as those of Sr, r odd).

Proof. Let X be a rational homology sphere of odd dimension r. Since all

homology groups of X are finite with the exception of Hr(X), it follows that X

has finite k'-type. Therefore h„ is an ^"-epimorphism for all n. Since r is odd

there are no Whitehead numbers relative to r. Hence, by Proposition 6.2, h„

is an ^-monomorphism for all n.

If on the other hand n„ is an ^"-isomorphism, then X has finite k'-type and

finite k-type. By Corollary 6.3, the rational homology of X has one generator
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in Hr(X;Q). In view of Proposition 6.2, r must be odd. Thus X is a rational

homology sphere of odd dimension.

Corollary. 6.5. Let H¡(X) or n¡(X) be an infinite group for some i > 0, and

assume that Hr(X) = Ofor all r sufficiently large. Then X is both an H-space

mod !F and of HF-zal < 2 if and only if X is a rational homology sphere of odd

dimension.

For the proof see Theorems 2.5 and 4.5.
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